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Best black male hairstyles

Getty Images Whether your curls fall into loose ringlets (3A curl patterns) or ultra-tight coils (4C curl patterns), natural hair is incredibly versatile - and beautiful. But like any hair texture, it's easy to fall into a mannelli and repeat the same familiar style over and over again. When something works for you, it works for you.
Whether you have very short hair, medium hair, long hair, braids of any length, bangs, or thinking about switching it, from ponytails to buns and beyond, these trendy new styles will provide you with all the hair inspiration you need. We've also gathered plenty of options for your next protective style, whether you want to try
box braids, corn or even dreadlocks. As these celebrities show, there are countless ways to accept or enhance your natural texture and express your personal style. Take a cue from Taraji P. Henson and give it a luscy twist, or go for a long pigtail braid like Janelle Monae. Below, some of our favorite natural hairstyles:
one of 45 defined curls, let your natural texture shine like former first lady Michelle Obama. For ultra-defined ringlets, try using a curly gel when you get out of the shower. 2 in 45 wave pattern micro braids takes a bit of extra time, but for hair like Beyoncé, they're totally worth it. Wave patterns make these braids look legal
and unique. 3 of 45 braids with headband This simple hairstyle can be worn in any situation. If you have box braids, throw them back with a headband to keep them away from your face. Try a plain black headband like Tiffany Haddish, or mix it with a fun pattern. Shop headband 4 with 45 side sweep twist-outs goes for
curly and volumined twists for maximum impact. Sweep the strands to one side to keep cool, like Taraji P. Henson. 45 Fluffy Afroiman's 5 is definitely a fashion icon - but we should be talking about her hair too. Channel her by keeping your hair natural and sporting it with afro for an easy effect. For a fun twist in the 6



casual style of 45 High Half Bang Blade, try this half-up do seen at Gabrielle Union. To achieve this look, the box braid is pulled up to half a bun, while the end of the braid is left behind for the cascading face frame. 7 of 45 side pin coils This style looks chic and sophisticated - and a bonus, it's easy to achieve. Shine
through your natural texture, styling on deep side pieces and pinning one side like Issa Rae. 8 in 45 long pigtail braids with decorations are cool height. Keep your hair straight in the middle and smooth, like Janaire Monae. SHOP Blade Accessories 45 Side Cornrows 9 You don't have to knit the cone straight back - take it
from Keke Palmer. Knit and mix typical corn on both sides. The result is a sleek and stylish strand. 10 long box braids with 45 braided bangs will always be in style.Take it to the next level by adding shorter braided bangs, like Lupita Nyong'o. These bangs add drama to any look, but to make them even more show-stops,
some carefully placed beads are always a good idea. Sell 45 side-pin twist-out HAIR beads 11 in search of an easy way to add a twist to long, volumined curls? This look is so versatile that you can dress it up or down. One of the best things about 45 oversized high van 12 box braids is that you can wear them in a million
different ways. Channel Kelly Rowland by twisting them into a high bun. 13 in 45 mini dreadlocks, think again if you think you can't dress up dreadlocks. Zoe Kravitz proves that dreadlocks are super chic and female. 14 of the 45 flip-out ends try to straighten your natural hair and pull it back into the half-updo. To add a bit
of volume, flip the edges like a rupeeta N'yongo. 15 of the 45 Short Knot Willow Smith keeps it simple with miniature knots. This style ensures that your eyes are in focus. Few glam people like 16 actress Regina King in a 45-bun and low pony combo, so it's not surprising that she had a great partial updo at the Emmys.
Her super long braids were amplified with ballerina half buns on top. 17 of the 45 Box Blade Top Knots actress Teyo Napalith made a statement at the Toronto Film Festival in her dramatic braided top knot. As much as you want to copy as soon as possible, I recommend waiting a week after you get braids to recreate this
updo. 18 of the 45 Flanni Blade 19 with the hairstyle of 45 side-braided ponytail singer Alicia Keys have it all: volumined mohicans, braided ponytails and cornrows on the sides. Whether you're hitting the stage or just heading to the grocery store, this is a clear head turner. 20 of the vibrant personalities of 45 playful
middle part actress Tracee Ellis Ross go through in this full, shoulder-skimming style that preserves side volume and maintains a low key on top. Defined by smoothing the spiral and applying a natural oil-based hair serum. Shop HAIR Serum 21 in tight curls by 45 flirty forehead pieces Victoria's Secret model Samir
Bermannelli has sexy pieceness, including a couple of strands teasing a bangs look without a full fringe. 22 shorts and glossy curls If we were sporting such a cute style, we would even be smiling our ears in the ear like actress Samira Wiley. A high dose of brilliance add definition to her tight, bouncy curls - try the radiant
sheen or serum created for curls. 45 Multi Texture Ponytail Super Sleek 45 Shop Shine Gloss 23, this long ponytail mixes various textures from straight to wavy to winding, all of which can be obtained with a single flat iron. 45 Curly Bangs 24 Who says curly hair can't have bangs? HelpRinglet with curled custard. 45
washes and go 26 45 washes and Go 26 26 45 Halo Blade's SHOP Carl CUSTARD, according to Desiree Verdejo of Vibrand Beauty, there are only three easy steps to achieve this style (seen in actress Jada Pinkett Smith): entangled your hair, Weave a continuous braid around your head to secure with bobby pins and
finally, pull that blade and you're done! Starting in South Africa, 27 of the 45 Bantunot Bantunots is a great way to take up your hair game notch, Ara singer Rihanna. And don't commit the cardinal's crime of forgetting to put your baby's hair on! The 45 elegant updo SHOP EDGE CONTROL 28 is red carpet ready with this
flashy updo, a combination of center twists and smooth sides (red carpet or not!). Take a look at . It really helps bring wow factor to your next party or wedding. 29 of the 45 Ban to Not Out Bang To Not Out is a great way to change your look. There is no other way to get a coil as complete and elastic as what is left after
unraveling the knot. It is also ideal for women who are transitioning from relaxed to natural hair. The best thing about 45 box braided 30 box braids is that they are a great way to protect your hair from overstyling and the damage that comes with it. The second best is that there is a size to all tastes, from Mosha to poetic
justice. Protective styles like braids can sometimes take hours to achieve, so of course, once you're finally out of the breeder's chair, you want to make it look extra fresh. We're talking about hair where you do a double take and then a double tap. Braiding is a tradition that dates back generations, especially in Africa's
influential culture. And the classic style has always been reinvented, alive with a new school swag. You'll see beads, patterns swirling around the crown, techni-colored ombre shades, braids decorated with threads, cuffs, butterflies and more. The options are endless and a bit cumbersome if you're trying to decide on a
braided look. But don't be afraid! we're here to help you navigate it all with celebrities and some major inspirations spied on on Instagram. Whether you're looking for a straight back, furani braids, or the always popular Janet Jackson poetic justice braids, we have looks that will help you achieve your ultimate hair goal.
Jordyn Woods feted Justin Roberts' new music video Way To Who with a set of box braids left loose and wavy at the edges. Providing evidence that Scrunch was making a big comeback, the model used a satin-looking animal print version to hold her braids in a half-up, half-down look. Stylist Vernon François took the
concept of a braided crown to the next level with a real crown. Days after Aandra Stenberg debuted a long, thick braid with red highlights and a thin braid split along her hairlin, François reinvented itBy pinning it and topping it with a starry tiara. Taraji P. Henson decided on a set of ornate Furani braids to promote his
South African empire. There's a lot of gorgeousness going on here, so it's hard to pick the element you like. Did the braids exactly put down her middle part? did Pratt stay loose in the temple, or the swirling, eeled braided big bun sitting high on Henson's head? Skye Jackson's look pulled up into a ponytail, courtesy of
L.A.-based hairstylist LaShondra, who styled the actor's hair in feed-in braids of various sizes. And, of course, the baby's hair is perfectly smoothed. According to her hairstylist Lacey Redway, Laurel Harrier wore box braids to blackKKlansman's L.A. premiere for special reasons. Most of us remember the iconic moments
of the 90s when we saw Janet Jackson in box braids and Mosha's brandy in poetic justice, she captioned an image of Harrier's look. But how many people know that you can trace braids back to 3500 B.C more than 5,000 years ago? in her post, Redway lays out a brief history of braids before mentioning that Harrier
chose to appear to celebrate the history and culture of box braiding. Boasting a slightly wavy loose end, harrier braids completed with subtle, smooth baby hair and styled into a half-up, half-down look. Mary J. Blige took it to the stage from the streets of New Orleans for her performance at the festival, as many attendees
rocked this hairstyle at Essence Fest. Blige ditched her trademark cropped, blonde hair for the event and instead chose to wear long platinum box braids that reached over her thighs. Hairstylist Christina Tina Trammell gave multi-hyfnate Erica Ash a gorgeous set of beautiful-looking Fulani braids paired with her head-
turn gown. Trammell also added wooden beads to the end of the ash braid, tying the whole look together. This next level look by lovely Awandra Stenberg comes courtesy of hair legend Vernon Francois. François captioned the image of the look on his Instagram page, creating this multicoloured, knotted prat and 'why
knot'. Hairstylist Sheridan Ward gave Thandie Newton this hairstyle for the Cannes Lions panel. The corn was braided back in a slightly swooping pattern and put together in a low loinath starved of cinnabons at the nod of the neck. The result is an ethereal, mystical style. Popular natural hair influencer and comedian
Nneoma is a skilful queen of her protective style in a unique way. Here, she used one of our favorite accessories from childhood - hair bobbles - and wrapped them around the top and bottom of each box combination for a playful look that was easy to replicateOwn. When didn't Solange Knowles give us serious hair? not
only did she shock us by going blonde last September, but when she stepped out on this set of braids by Susie Alder, aka @hairbysusy, we rocked af as the kids say. We love these braided mix-and-match feels decorated with beads and white thread. Not everyone likes the taste of candy corn, but the look of these
orange and yellow umbrella jumbo braids, I want to eat a bowl full of them. The braids, done by YouTuber Kersti Pitre, she likes to call it C'd Bendy Cornrows. We think the name fits perfectly. Kerry Washington's straight-back corn, which she rocked to film the November 2017 issue of Allure, was given an easy, rustic
feel with loose edges and some well-placed cuffs. Here, hairstylist Takisha Stardivant-Drew shows that edge control is not always necessary to provide a sophisticated braiding moment. The up-and-moving songbird Justin Skye has a gang of girls including Kylie Jenner and Jordyn Woods. She also has great hair. The
self-proclaimed 'purple unicorn' @guin_gui bold statement in this braided ponytail by Master Blader. There is some legal whip ability in this braid, and we don't have it any other way. Speaking of purple, model/dancer Damaris Lewis was the muse of the late great prince. They shared this look of Felicia Burrows flight and
intense stage and sensibility. We especially like the zigzag part between braids. It's a nice touch. Reminder: Screenshot this and bring it to the salon. Jordan Dunn rocked Lacey Redway's feed-in braid set to the 2015 Met Gala and, of course, look. I nailed St. The large swirls are a recall of delicious cinnamon buns. This
set of braids gives us the atmosphere of the 90s, Ethiopia and Furani all at once. We love the way they are styled here, with two buns on the front and braids hanging on the back. Accessories just look to the next level. Feras also loves braids. Ask Michael B. Jordan. During the preparations for the hugely successful
Black Panther movie, Jordan dwelled his hair and rocked braids. We are sure there will be more hair inspo to come. And we're looking. See.
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